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It seems the Earl Marriott juggernaut just keeps rolling. For the fifth year in a row the Mariners came 

away as champions of the Delta Police High School Golf Tournament. However, this year the Mariners 

needed to make a huge comeback to take over Day 1 leader Vancouver College. Van College was lead by 

eventual tournament low gross champion Chris Crisologo. After the end of the first day they had an 

eleven stroke lead over Earl Marriott and a twelve stroke lead over St. Georges. The weather certainly had 

a factor in the low scores as the wind at Kings Links was subdued and the temperature was a pleasant 12 

degrees. At the end of Day 1, Vancouver College lead at 295, followed by Earl Marriott at 306 and St. 

Georges at 307. It was shaping up to be a terrific second day. Chris Crisologo of Vancouver College was 

the individual leader after Day 1. Chris shot an impressive four under 68, taming the small, undulating 

greens at Kings Links. Emerson Dohm of Vancouver College finished the day in second place with a 2 

under 70 and third place was held by Henry Lee of Gleneagle at one over 73. The second day at the Ridge 

Course at Northview started off with cool temperatures. However, after the sun broke through some early 

morning clouds temperatures rose to 14 degrees. Excellent course conditions, smooth greens and great 

temperatures were everything Earl Marriott needed to make a huge push to win the championship. 

Edward Metcalfe lead Earl Marriott on the second day shooting a four under 68. His solid round helped a 

very consistent Earl Marriott team shoot an impressive second day total of 286. The Mariners 306-286-

592 total was enough to allow them to finish first by one stroke over Day 1 leaders Vancouver College 

295-298-593. St. Georges 307-303-610 managed to hold on to third place. Along with Edward Metcalf, 

Alex Park of St. Georges and Henry Lee of Gleneagle also shot impressive 4 under 68’s on the second 

day. However, the consistent play of Chris Crisologo allowed him to hold onto the final lead as a surging 

Henry Lee was close behind. Crisologo would finish the tournament 68-71-139 and Henry Lee would 

finish 73-68-141 for second place. Third place was taken by Emerson Dohm 70-72-142. This year’s 

scholarship recipient was Tyler Edwards from Earl Marriott. Next year will be the 10th Anniversary of the 

tournament and the organizing committee is really looking forward to a fantastic two day.  

 


